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CARINA CHOOSES CHASE
Small Ships provider off to flying start, uses new web-based solution to provide fast, end-to-end
processing
London, 27 June 2013 – Tindall Riley’s new small ships business, Carina, has “made an excellent
start” according to Managing Director, John Trew. “with great support from the broking community.”
When developing Carina, Tindall Riley Marine Limited
turned to their existing IT supplier, Chase ITS, to deliver
a complete end-to-end solution.
Key to the new business was the ability to turn around
quotations and policy documentation quickly and
accurately. In order to achieve this, Chase rewrote its
core underwriting functionality using a flexible, webbased solution.

John Trew, MD of Carina

Not for the first time, Chase has delivered a solution to
the P&I market that simplifies and controls the entire
policy administration process from initial enquiry to
binding the risk with automated processes to e-mail
invoices and policy certificates.

Says Ben Shellie, CEO of Chase ITS “Unfortunately there are too many failed IT projects in this niche
segment of the insurance industry – this is simply due to the relatively small number of IT
professionals who understand the fundamental attributes of a P&I transaction. Our specialist
domain knowledge meant that our clients could be confident that we already had a thorough
understanding of their business requirements – this allowed both parties, from day one, to
concentrate on processes that would (i) improve the speed of responses; (ii) apply quality control
check points to ensure consistency with the underwriting ”.
Business can now be bound quickly in a process that considerably reduces back-office processing
time. Underwriters can quote for new business with the knowledge that once the quoted terms are
accepted, the process for producing policy documentation requires little to no further data input.

‘Service is what Carina is about and the new IT system developed by Chase supports our business in
exactly those areas where it is needed.’
About Chase ITS
Chase Information Technology Systems Limited is a London based software firm with 23 years’
experience of delivering mission critical transaction processing systems in the P&I sector. Chase also
provides voice recognition and text analysis systems that allow companies to understand their
businesses better. For further information about Chase ITS, please visit www.chaseits.co.uk
About Carina
Carina a fixed premium P&I facility focusing on small ships worldwide below 5,000 GT. Carina is
managed by Tindall Riley Marine Limited, trading as Carina Managers.
Carina’s policies are underwritten exclusively by Lloyd’s underwriters, providing shipowners and
charterers with the benefit of Lloyd’s A+ rated security (S&P). The limit of cover for standard P&I
risks is USD50 m or USD500 m at the shipowner’s option. For further information about Carina,
please visit www.carinapandi.com

